Achieving Operational Excellence in your CAPITAL EXPANSION PROJECT

With 64% of CapEx projects going over budget and 73% delayed beyond schedule, where does your project stand? From identifying gaps in current and future projects to designing, developing, and delivering the solutions, GP Strategies™ provides positive impacts to schedule, budget, and productivity. We drive targeted improvements to your Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), resulting in Operational Excellence.

- **Refining & Production**
  - Developed all critical procedures and training programs ON TIME for a **465,000 b/d refinery**
  - **$6.6 MILLION** in extra revenue due to faster than planned startup

- **Mississippi**
  - **Refining & Petrochemical**
    - Improved time to STARTUP by meeting PSM standards through **800 hours** of focused TRAINING

- **Texas**
  - **Offshore**
    - Developed and implemented competency maps, assessment tools, and training plans for **350 FIELD SERVICE TECHNICIANS**

- **Texas**
  - **Chemical Processing**
    - On-time startup with few incidents from a GAP ANALYSIS of **530 procedures and 723 training hours**

- **South Carolina**
  - **LNG Upstream & Oil Terminals**
    - Trained personnel, resulting in a **600 IMPROVEMENT** onboarding new hires
    - ON-TIME STARTUP of LNG brownfield site by providing OEM and compliance support

- **Colombia**
  - **Refining & Production**
    - Analyzed and developed processes for a **400,000 b/d refinery** commissioning and STARTUP

- **New Brunswick**
  - **Refining & Production**
    - Developed procedures, documentation, and TRAINING for MASSIVE EXPANSION

- **Trinidad**
  - **Refining & Distribution**
    - Reduced training TIME and COSTS by **30%** for a sizeable expansion

- **Nigeria**
  - **Offshore**
    - Analyzed maintainability, reliability, and operating performance, resulting in a **25% INCREASE**

- **Kazakhstan**
  - **Refining & Production**
    - Analyzed and developed processes for a 400,000 commissioning and STARTUP

GP Strategies can help your CapEx project START UP on schedule and under budget. Contact us today: process@gpstrategies.com or +1.713.284.1816
By addressing process and human factors early in a capital project plan, successful completion and startup can be achieved by getting your people on the critical path to operational readiness. GP Strategies has helped numerous companies achieve faster, more efficient, and incident-free startups while removing the risk of failing inspections and complying with regulations.

Reduce incidents, eliminate risks and fines, and ENSURE EFFICIENCY

- Operator Training
- Maintenance Training
- Leadership Training
- Train-the-Trainer
- Prebuilt and Customizable e-Learning
- Onboarding
- Change Management
- Needs Assessments
- Gap Analysis
- Electronic Performance Support Systems
- Regulatory Compliance
- Workforce Analysis
- Emergency Operations
- Procedure Development
- Documentation Development
- Planning & Scheduling
- Troubleshooting
- Competency Mapping
- Coaching/Mentoring
- Training Center Design

GP Strategies at a GLANCE

GP Strategies Corporation (NYSE: GPX) is a global performance improvement solutions provider of training, e-learning solutions, management consulting, and engineering services. Clients include Fortune 500 companies, manufacturing, process and energy industries, and other commercial and government customers. Additional information may be found at oilgas.gpstrategies.com.